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As the popularity of tanning tablets continues to soar, more and more people are asking if tanning pills are really safe for use.

Well, it turns out the answer to that question depends on the tan tablets you choose to use.

Like in just about any market, there are good products and bad and the tanning tablets market is no different.

If you choose to buy tanning pills with cheap, potentially harmful ingredients you could end up paying the price. On the other hand, if you are careful and select a brand that is made of all-natural ingredients that have been identified by the US Food and Drug Administration as being safe for use … then you have nothing to worry about other than how dark you want your skin to get.

Let’s take a closer look at the question: are tanning tablets safe?

What the Surging Popularity of Tanning Tablets Has Done to Their Safety

When a product breaks out and becomes so highly in demand like tanning pills have recently there is always a rush by profit-seeking manufacturers to get involved fast.

Many of these profit-seekers don’t have the knowledge or skill or financial resources to produce high-quality products. Instead, they use cheaply sourced ingredients and potentially harmful fillers to get to market fast and inexpensively to capitalize on the trend.

To avoid the dangers and poor results of these products stay away from “fly by night” companies and difficult to understand ingredient lists.

For example, you should avoid products that contain beta carotene or canthaxanthin. These ingredients produce a fake orange tan look that nobody wants.

You should instead look for a product that has natural ingredients like Copper, PABA and L-Tyrosine like our own HAI Tanning Tablets. These ingredients produce a richer, more golden brown tan.

[image: Buy Now Button]You should also look for a company that has many positive testimonials from past users. You want to find a company that has a track record of satisfying its clients.
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For example, here are a couple of testimonials from our loyal HAI Tanning Tablets users:

“This is a terrific product that does exactly what it says it will. I developed a deep, dark tan without having to lie outside. These pills are faster and safer than lying in UV light and they are effective.” – Thomas

“HAI Tanning Tablets produce some great results for me. I got the tan skin I wanted without spending hours in harsh UV light. I want tan skin, not wrinkles and this product delivered.” – Phyllis

“I not only got a good tan with HAI Tanning Tablets but they also helped me lose weight. It’s true, when I took these tanning pills I felt less hungry and ate less so I ended up losing 5 pounds!” – Karen

By the way, Karen is not the only one who has experienced beneficial side effects from tan tablets.

[image: Buy Now Button]Many users of HAI Tanning Tablets have reported weight loss. Others have said the product helped them get healthier, more lustrous hair and still others said their nails became stronger.

It’s important to note here that these additional benefits are the result of the unique natural ingredients found in our HAI Tanning Tablets and may not occur with the use of all tan tablet brands.

Experts: Avoid Prolonged Exposure to Damaging UV Light!

One great thing about safe tanning tablets like HAI is that they prevent you from having to be exposed to harmful UV light from the sun or a sunbed.

UV light has been found to have numerous negative health effects, including:

	Wrinkles, sunspots and other skin damage
	Skin cancer
	And more


Experts have even reported that having a sunburn can send your chances of developing skin cancer soaring as you age. Since it can be easy to lose track of time or fall asleep when lying outside this is an important benefit of taking safe tanning pills like our HAI Tanning Tablets.

[image: Buy Now Button]Another benefit of these tan tablets is that they make it unnecessary for you to use any lotions or creams or tan accelerators or tan enhancers that may contain unsafe chemicals or chemicals that may make your skin dry or rough.
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Now all you have to do is take tanning tablets consistently to get that sun-kissed look that is so desirable today.

And if you still want to lie outside or use a sunbed you can use our HAI Tanning Tablets as a tan accelerator or enhancer.

It’s true. Just take HAI Tanning Tablets as directed and also lie outside or in a sunbed to get a faster, darker tan.

By using HAI Tanning Tablets you’ll be able to shorten the time you spend exposed to UV light so you’ll have increased chances of experiencing the benefits of a suntan without the negatives that so often can come with it.
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Are There Any Side Effects?

The great thing about HAI Tanning Tablets is that they are composed of all safe, natural ingredients that have no known side effects.

Now you can get darker skin without worrying about damaging your skin and looking older.

These tan tablets are also gentle on the stomach and do not provoke any irritation in the body.

As we mentioned, they even have some additional positive effects that could help you look and feel even better than you did before taking them.

So to circle back and answer our initial question:

Are Tan Tablets Safe?

YES, when you buy tanning pills that contain safe, all-natural ingredients like HAI Tanning Tablets.

[image: Buy Now Button]With tanning pills like these, you can get can darker, tanner skin without worrying about what you are doing to your body or what consequences you might experience later on.

Your mind can be at ease. All you’ll have to think about is whether you want to tell your friends, family and work colleagues you got your tan “from a bottle” or by lying out. You can say either because there is no difference in the appearance of a tan produced by HAI Tanning Tablets and a tan gained from lying in the sun or in a sunbed.

To learn more about the safety and effectiveness of our HAI Tanning Tablets, click here.

	


	

		
	




		
		About Us
		

				We absolutely love tanning and how it can change your appearance for the better. The trick is to get that tan as safely as possible without jeopardizing your health along the way. Hai is the ultimate tanning resource where you can learn about all aspects of tanning.
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